The aim of this paper is to provide a new set of branching ratios for interstellar and planetary chemical networks based on a semi empirical model. We applied, instead of zero order theory (i.e. only the most exoergic decaying channel is considered), a statistical microcanonical model based on the construction of breakdown curves and using experimental high velocity collision branching ratios for their parametrization. We applied the model to ion-molecule, neutral-neutral, and ion-pair reactions implemented in the few popular databases for astrochemistry such as KIDA, OSU and UMIST. We studied the reactions of carbon and hydrocarbon species with electrons, He + , H + , CH + , CH, C, and C + leading to intermediate complexes of the type C n=2,10 , C n=2,4 H, C 3 H 2 , C 
Introduction
Carbon nuclei are produced by the triple alpha reaction (Salpeter 1952) inside stars during Helium burning. Dying stars in the asymptotic giant branch (AGB) and super nova explosions (SNe) II are the two main classes of stars that are responsible for the total amount of carbon into the galaxy today (Clayton 2003) . In interstellar medium (ISM), carbon nuclei may be observed in atomic and ionic forms. They also form the backbone of a huge number of molecules observed in the gas phase, from the most stable diatomic ones such as CO (Dame et al. 2001) to the large polyatomic species such as PAH (Tielens 2008) . Carbon is also contained in various condensed matter in the form of grains such as hydrogenated amorpheus carbon (HAC), carbon dusts, diamond, ... (Dartois 2011, and references therein) . Carbon is present in ices (Tielens et al. 1991) and in large carbon based molecular structures mixed with silicated material grains found in primitive carbonaceous meteorites on earth (Alexander et al. 2007) .
It is believed that carbon dusts are strongly produced by AGB stars and type II SNes (Matsuura et al. 2009 ). In their release phases, ions, atoms, simple molecules and more complex ones are also synthesized. From star ejecta three types of carbonaceous matter (i.e. atomic, molecular and dust) is injected in the surrounding ISM and will dynamically evolve. The solid reservoir may be transformed partly or totally in molecular form and/or atomic form by shocks (Jones et al. 1990; Tielens et al. 1994) or/and UV (Scott et al. 1997 ) and/or particle collisions (Godard et al. 2011) . On the other hand, atoms and/or molecules could condensate to form solids and ices on existing grains (Allamandola et al. 1999) . Chemical reactions in the gas phase will modify the chemical composition of ISM. Reaction of atoms and/or 1 molecules at the surface of (icy) grains will play also an important role in the chemical evolution of the carbon (Garrod & Herbst 2006) .
In all these complex and dynamically coupled processes, gas -phase chemistry is certainly the easiest subject to tackle. Indeed, since it involves two body reactions, measurements and/or calculations are possible with few assumptions. In contrast, chemistry at the surface of grains and chemistry resulting from desorption/erosion are speculative since the composition and morphology of grains are poorly known. Thanks to intense studies by molecular physicists and/or chemists, large databases with thousands of reaction rate coefficients such as KIDA (Wakelam et al. 2012) , OSU (Prasad & Huntress 1980) , or UDfA (Woodall et al. 2007; McElroy et al. 2013 ) exist for gas-phase ISM chemistry. The new KIDA database is a unique open tool in which to incorporate modern experiments and calculations performed in the field.
Laboratory measurements on all the possible reactions is clearly a very hard task even if sensitivity analysis (Wakelam et al. 2006 ) may reduce the number of "key" reactions that are really meaningful. To address this problem statistical theory is commonly used to predict branching ratios (BR) in the outgoing reaction channels of type A+B → C+D (Herbst 1978; Liu & Anderson 2005) . In databases, if no detailed measurement or calculation exists, zero order statistical predictions are used which is equivalent to put all the reaction in the most exoergic channel.
In the present work, we propose a semi empirical statistical model to go beyond this zero order approximation. This new approach uses the mass spectrometry concept of breakdown curves (Vékey 1996) and a large set of experimental branching ratios (BR) measured in high velocity collisions (HVC) at the Orsay Tandem facility. It is presented in section two. We apply this model to all reactions mediated by an intermediate complex (A + B → AB * ) such as C (0,+) n , C n H (0,+) , C 3 H (0,+) 2 . With respect to previous work on the same systems (Chabot et al. 2010b ) the present model is able to introduce the proper energy deposit associated to a particular reaction. Then it allows to treat not only photodissociation and electronic dissociative recombination (DR) as previously published (Chabot et al. 2010b ) but also chemical reactions. In the third section, the BRs predicted by the model are presented and compared with the BRs from KIDA 1 , OSU 01-2007 2 and UdFA06 3 databases for DR, ion-neutral, neutral -neutral, and anion-cation molecular reactions. In the fourth section, effects of the new BRs on the gas-phase chemistry are studied in the dark Taurus Molecular Cloud 1 (TMC1) conditions (Toelle et al. 1981) and in the photon-dominated region (PDR) Horsehead Nebula conditions (Pety et al. 2005 ).
Semi empirical statistical model

Principle
In a statistical microcanonical formulation of the fragmentation (Martinet et al. 2004) , the branching ratio of a decaying channel j may be written:
Where f (E) is the normalized internal energy distribution of the parent that undergoes fragmentation and BDC j (E) is the internal-energy dependent dissociation probability, also called breakdown curve for channel j, verifying at each energy:
The principle of our model is the following: since we measure, in experiments, fragmentation branching ratios BR j for all channels, de-exciting a molecule whose internal energy distribution f(E) is known (Tuna et al. 2008; Chabot et al. 2010b) , we extract the BDC j (E) for all j channels, by equation (1) inversion. These BDC j (E) can then be used to predict BRs in a molecule possessing any internal energy, using equation (1), that means, for a variety of physical or chemical processes associated to very different energy deposits as will be shown. The concept of breakdown curves, or breakdown diagram, is well known in mass spectrometry (see for instance Vékey (1996) ) and has been recently used for theoretical interpretation of fragmentation branching ratios of neutral (Martinet et al. 2004 ) or multi-charged (Chabot et al. 2010a ) carbon clusters. In figure 1 an example of breakdown curves calculated within the microcanonical metropolis monte carlo (MMMC) method for the case of C 7 fragmentation is shown (Martinet et al. 2004) . This work uses an extensive phase space and extract density of states on the basis of high precision level ab initio calculations (Díaz-Tendero et al. 2005) . In figure 1, these MMMC BDCs are compared to BDCs derived with the present model by inversion of equation (1) and using a physical parametrization of BDC j (E) as detailed below. Both approaches give very similar results.
Construction of the breakdown curves
The energy dependence of BDC j (E) is easily understandable. When the parent internal energy is below the energy needed for the channel j to occur, the probability is zero. When the energy is above the energy needed for additional dissociation of the daughter or of one of the fragments, the probability of channel j is decreasing rapidly to zero. Between the two, the probability is either 1 if this dissociation channel is unique or less than one if there is competition with other dissociation channels. Accordingly, we expressed the BDC j (E) curve as follows:
where G j (E) has the generic form depicted in figure 2, a j takes into account the possible competition of channel j with other opened channels and the denominator ensures normalization (2).
The physical interpretation of G j (E) is the following: it represents the probability of dissociation along channel j when not in competition with another channels with the same number of fragments. The rise above E dis and the decrease above E disap of G j (E) (see figure 2) are due to the competition with channel having a different number of fragments. The rise and decrease of the G j (E) function are usually steep which can be easily explained. Indeed, Vékey (1996) has shown that the ratio between probabilities of competitive channels is equal, at infinite times, to the ratio between corresponding rate constants and it is well known that rate constants (and their ratios) do vary rapidly at the opening (or closing) of a channel 4 whereas ratios tend to be energy independent elsewhere. 4 Expression of the rate constant for dimer and trimer evaporation from a cluster having internal energy below or above the opening of further dimer and trimer dissociation may be found for instance in Díaz-Tendero et al. (2005) (equations (31) and (35)).
The G j (E) function depends apparently on four parameters: E dis , E sat , E disap , and E end . In fact, the decrease of G j (E) is complementary to the increase of the daughter fragmentation channel, as mentioned before. It makes E disap to be equal to the lowest E dis of the daughter fragment and E end to be equal to the corresponding E sat . We are then left with the determination of E dis and E sat for a particular dissociation channel. E dis corresponds to the minimum energy needed for this channel to occur, i.e, the dissociation (or formation) energy that is usually known from literature (see §2-3). The E sat value and the variation between E dis and E sat is more difficult to evaluate. The competition between channels with a different number of emitted fragments is explained by the different partitioning of the parent internal energy. Indeed, this energy may be used for production, motion and internal exitation of the fragments. We used MMMC breakdown curves as a guide to estimate E sat values. From this theoretical work (Díaz-Tendero et al. 2006a ) we could deduce that:
where N F is the number of emitted fragments in the considered channel. Dispersion of E sat -E dis values from channel to channel was found of the order of 25%.
On the other hand, the slope of the curve between E dis and E sat was modelled by the following function:
Having constructed the G j (E), the a j scaling factors were extracted by minimization between measured and predicted BRs using equation (1)(2) and (3). By this manner semi empirical BDCs were obtained.
Model inputs
We used dissociation energies for C n and C + n taken from Díaz-Tendero et al. (2006a) and Díaz-Tendero et al. (2006b) . They have applied the density functional theory (DFT) with the B3LYP functional for exchange and correlation. For C n H we used dissociation energies of Pan et al. (2003) and for C 3 H 2 those of Mebel et al. (1998) . For dissociation energies of C n H + and C 3 H + 2 species we combined those last neutral dissociation energies with the ionisation potentials from Clauberg et al. (1992) .
The set of experimental BRs that we used to adjust the scaling factors a j in the model were obtained with HVC experiments. Part of them has already been published in Tuna et al. (2008) (Tables II to V Determination of the internal energy distribution resulting from the high velocity collision, f (E), was done using multiplicity (i.e probability distribution in numbers of fragments) as detailed in Tuna et al. (2008) and Díaz-Tendero et al. (2006a) . This is an improvement over the so called thermometer-method (Wysocki et al. 1987 ) currently used in mass spectrometry.
Model confidence and error generation
For chemical reactions, the model does not take into account any rule other than the energy conservation. We checked (see appendix A) whether symmetry considerations or spin and angular momentum conservation rules could lead to forbidden transitions of energetically allowed chemical reactions. In Tables of section 3, we indicated the channels where problems may arise. The characteristics of the ground states of reactants and products are given in Table 1 .
Measured BRs used in equation (1) (left-hand side) have their own error bars that are almost identically retrieved in BRs predictions. These errors are typically, in absolute, less than 0.03 for C n species, less than 0.05 for C n H species and close to 0.10 for a few channels in the case of C 3 H 2 measurements. On the other hand, the sensitivity of the model to the used dissociation energies and E sat values was checked. For dissociation energies, we run calculations with either DFT-B3LYP or CCSDT energies (Diaz-Tendero 2005) , those typically differ by 1 ev in absolute and by less than 0.1 eV in relative. Changes on predicted BRs have been found to be less than 0.05 in absolute in the worse cases. For E sat , we solved the inversion of equation (1) by introducing a gaussian distribution of (E sat -E dis ) values with a standard deviation taken equal to 25 % of the peak value. Figure 3 presents an example of BR distributions that were obtained for C 7 fragmentation and from which error bars were derived. In Tables of section 3 we give these errors for all channels. In the end, the sum of all sources of errors makes the model more a qualitative tool designed to correct unrealistic predictions sometimes present in astrochemical databases (see §3) than a precise quantitative ones.
Branching ratios model predictions
Dissociative recombination
Branching ratios for dissociative recombination (DR) may be predicted with the model assuming that the internal energy of the neutral intermediate complex is equal to its first ionization potential (IP). Calculated BRs with this assumption are reported for C Tables 2, 3 and 4 respectively. In the same tables, BRs found in the most commonly used databases in astrochemistry are reported. We also report the exothermicity in all the outgoing channels.
For C + n and C 3 H + , since IPs are lower than the lowest energy of three fragment dissociation, only two fragment dissociation channels have to be considered. The model results are very close to previous published BRs (Chabot et al. 2010b) , that have been included in the KIDA database. These values differ strongly from predictions of other databases, which clearly underestimate channels with the magical C 3 fragment. For C + 4 , all databases report the measurements from Heber et al. (2006) + . Note that in all cases the errors on the predicted BRs for the three fragment channels are quite large. It is because the IP lies just above the opening of the three fragment channels.
The C 3 H 2 molecule has two isomers in astrochemistry databases. One is cyclic and the other is linear. Since these two forms differ in formation energy by only 0.1 eV (Tuna 2008), the dissociation energies used in the model were considered to be identical. Note that the C 3 /H 2 channel has a formation barrier (Leonori et al. 2008 ) and we used it as the dissociation energy in the model. In contrast with formation energies, IPs are quite different between linear and cyclic forms. As can be seen in Table 4 , DR-BR are not identical for the two isomers. For the linear form, three fragment channels are predicted to be more populated. Note that the errors on the model are quite large in both cases because internal energies are close to the opening energies of the three fragment channels.
Ion-molecule reactions
Charge exchange reaction with He
+
Exothermic charge exchange reaction between molecules and He + occurs with large reaction rates, as some electronic states in the inner valence shells of the molecule are energetically close to the Helium IP (Fisher et al. 1990 ). This makes the charge transfer resonant. Since in the output channel, He atom is likely to be produced with only little kinetic energy, the internal energy of the neutral molecule is assumed to be close to ∆IP = IP(He) -IP(molecule). Tables 5, 6 , and 7 give the BRs calculated by the model for C n , C n H and C 3 H 2 charge exchange with He + . Internal energies reported in the same tables were obtained using the IPs reported in Tables 2, 3 , and 4 with IP(He)=24.58 eV.
In all the cases, because the IP of helium is high, the internal energy of the charged molecule is also high. As a consequence, fragmentation into three fragments operates, although neglected in all databases. For C 4 , it is small, but it increases with the size and reaches half of the probability for C 10 . Nevertheless ∆IPs are close to the dissociation energies of three fragment channels, therefore errors are quite important. For example for C 6 species, using CCSDT calculations for dissociation energies instead of DFT-B3LYP (Diaz-Tendero 2005), we find that almost all the dissociation goes into three fragment channels. Here again, all reported BRs in databases miss the importance of the channels with a C 3 emission. For the C n H, the three fragment channel contribution is also increasing with the size and reaches almost 100% for C 4 H. Differences between the model predictions and the values reported in databases are huge. It is because in databases: (i) only two fragment channels are considered and (ii) the H emission is strongly overestimated.
Since in databases cyclic and linear isomers of C 3 H are separated, we report BRs using the same dissociation energies but a different IP for the linear and cyclic species. As a consequence, the linear species produces more three fragment channels than the cyclic one. For C 3 H 2 , all the probability goes into the three fragment channels.
Ion neutral bimolecular reactions
For bimolecular reactions between neutral and ionic species, the internal energy of the intermediate complex results from the association. Therefore it is calculated by the dissociation energy of the reverse pathway. For instance for C n + C + reaction, the internal energy of the complex (E ass ) is equal to the dissociation energy of C + n+1 into C n + C + . Tables 8 to 13 give the BR calculated by the model for intermediate complexes of type C + n , C n H + and C 3 H + 2 . For the reactions between C n species and C + displayed in Table 8 , the radiative deexcitation channel is always the only output channel in the reported databases. This is true for C 3 + C + since in that case internal energy in the intermediate complex C + 4 is below all the energies of dissociation. For all other C n + C + reactions, the internal energy in the intermediate complex is above dissociation energy and those dissociation channels must be considered. The lifetime of an intermediate complex is related to the energy difference between the internal energy and the dissociation energy. If the energy is close to the threshold, the complex will survive and will emit photons. While, if the energy is well above threshold it undergoes fragmentation. Using Weisskopf calculations (Díaz-Tendero et al. 2005) we showed that, for C + n , fragmentation occurs faster than 10µs/100µs for a few tenths of eV above threshold (Diaz-Tendero 2005) . Whereas photon emission is on the millisecond time scale (Parneix P., private communication). Then, for all reactions presented in Table 8 fragmentation dominates, which is in strong disagreement with databases assumptions.
For the C 2 H 2 + C + reaction (Table 9) , the model agrees with experiments of Anicich et al. (1986) .
Concerning the reactions with H + (Table 10) , two channels have a very low exothermicity ( < 0.2 eV). For those two, model results are very uncertain. It is noticeable that for C 4 + H + reaction, charge transfer is not the dominant channel.
Looking at Table 11 , it appears that many of the reactions C n + C For the reaction of C 2 H + CH + (Table 12) , H 2 production predicted by the model is small due to the energy barrier as mentioned previously.
Neutral-neutral reactions
For neutral -neutral reactions, as in the case of ion-neutral reactions, internal energy of the intermediate complex (E ass ) is given by the dissociation energy of the reverse pathway. Tables 14 and 15 give the model BRs for the C n H m intermediate complexes together with database BRs and exothermicities. The agreement between model predictions and reported values from KIDA and OSU databases is pretty good due to a recent update based on statistical calculations (Wakelam et al. 2009 ). The C + C 2 H 2 reaction (Table 14) has been extensively studied both experimentally and theoretically (Costes et al. 2009, and references therein) . The BR of the C 3 /H 2 channel has been found to be strongly related to the collisional energy. At 0K (values reported in table 13), the BR is large (0.73) and it decreases down to 0.2 above 50 K. The model fails to reproduce the values at 0K and the temperature dependence. Note that this reaction is complicated, involving both a barrier on the outgoing C 3 /H 2 channel and a intersystem crossing between triplet and singlet state of the intermediate complex (Leonori et al. 2008 ).
Ion-ion reactions
For ion pair recombinations of type A 
Application to ISM chemistry
Effects of the new branching ratios were studied using chemical models for two different environments: dark clouds and photon-dominated regions.
Dark clouds
To compute the chemical composition of a dark cloud, we used the Nautilus gas-grain model (Hersant et al. 2009 ). This code takes into account the gas-phase chemistry, the sticking of gas-phase species to the surface, the evaporation of species from the surface and the surface reactions using the rate equation approximation. Details on these processes are given in Semenov et al. (2010) . Species are initially in the atomic form, except hydrogen which is molecular. The elemental abundances are those of Daranlot et al. (2012) . The cloud temperature (gas and dust) is 10 K, the H density is 2 × 10 4 cm −3 , the cosmicray ionization rate is 1.3 × 10 −17 s −1 and the visual extinction is 30. The gas-phase reactions are based on the kida.uva.2011 network (Wakelam et al. 2012) while the surface network is the same as Garrod et al. (2007) . In the gas-phase network, we have modified the branching ratios according to the new values listed in Tables 2 to 16 . BRs for which the KIDA values have been underlined correspond to experimental results that were kept in the analysis i.e. not replaced by the model values.
Effects of the new BRs are illustrated in Fig. 4 for three selected species. These molecules have been chosen because they present the largest differences in the abundances computed with the two networks. The effect on the chemistry of dark clouds is mainly seen at early times i.e. before 2 × 10 4 yr. It is because later on, hydrocarbon chemistry is occuring at the surface of grains and through negative species reactions. The early formation of carbon chains, such as C n and HC n N, are delayed with the new BRs. As a consequence, for few species produced at the end of reaction chains with hydrocarbon, large delays are obtained and peculiar old/new ratio shapes obtained. It is for instance the case of the CH 3 CHO molecule populated from the C 2 H 5 precursor through C 2 H 5 + O → H + CH 3 CHO chemical reaction (see left of Fig. 4 ).
Photon-dominated regions
For photon-dominated regions modeling, we used the Meudon PDR code (http//pdr.obspm.fr, Le Petit et al. 2006) . The Meudon PDR code consistently solves the radiative transfer from far UV to sub-millimeter, chemistry, and thermal balance in a 1D plan-parallel and stationary slab of dust and gas. The density and thermal structures where determined in a consistent way using a constant 4 × 10 6 K cm −3 value for pressure (Habart et al. 2005) . The intensity of the incident UV flux was set to 60 times the ISRF (in Draine units (Draine 1978)) (Habart et al. 2005) , and the cosmic ray flux used was 5 × 10 −17 per H and per second (Goicoechea et al. 2009 ). The initial abundances were those of Goicoechea et al. (2006) . These values correspond to the Horsehead Nebula. This object is used for a benchmark calculation since it is well known that within it, the PAH or/and carbon grain reservoir are believed to be the main production source of hydrocarbons (Pety et al. 2005 (Pety et al. , 2012 .
The gas-phase chemistry is identical to the kida.uva. 2011 network and, as for dense clouds, the new branching ratios listed in Tables 2 to 16 have been  introduced. Figures 5, 6, and 7 show, as a function of the visual extinction Av, the ratio of abundances computed with the new branching ratios over the ones computed with the old branching ratios for a selection of species. The figure 5 focuses on some of the large hydrocarbon molecules. Inside the cloud (Av > 3) effects are very small. It is due to the fact that the large anion-neutral reactions, not modified in the present work, are the main pathways for the growth of large carbon chains (Millar et al. 2007 ). On the contrary, at the edge of the PDR a large effect is observed and species abundances are strongly decreased by the new BRs. It is because in the old network C n species are locked in a loop that conserves the mass, this is :
With the new BRs (see Table 16 ) the rates of reactions C − n + C + → C n + C are put to zero and C n s are fragmented. Therefore C n s abundances decrease. Figure 6 presents the effect of the new branching ratios for small hydrocarbon molecules observed in the real Horsehead Nebula PDR (Teyssier et al. 2004; Pety et al. 2005 Pety et al. , 2012 . These species are moderately affected by the new branching ratios. Ion -neutral reactions dominate the chemistry of these species together with dissociative recombination. In the Tables 9 to 12, for small size hydrocarbons, the old and the new BRs have only few differences. Figure 7 presents the effect of the new branching ratios for the other most affected small species. It is noticeable that all contain oxygen. They all derive from the production of O + resulting from charge exchange between O and H + . With the old network H + is produced by cosmic rays and their induced photons while with the new network CH + C + → C 2 + H + is a new pathway. As a result H + abundance is enhanced and consequently the O + chemistry. The error on branching ratio of this particular reaction is quite large and therefore deserves futher study.
Conclusions
We introduced a statistical model to calculate semi empirical branching ratios based on high velocity collision experiments. We applied the model to many reactions leading to an intermediate excited complex of the type of C +0 n , C n H +/0 , and C 3 H +/0 2 that undergoes dissociation. We compared these new branching ratios to the ones from the most popular astrochemical databases. The new semi empirical branching ratios agree quite well with experimental BRs reported in databases with the notable exception of the C + C 2 H 2 reaction at very low temperature where the model clearly failed. Since most of the BRs in the databases have been obtained with a statistical zero order hypothesis (i.e. all the reaction goes in the most exoergic channel), we propose to replace them by the new semi-empirical BRs which are by far more realistic. We observed the effect of these new branching ratios in a time dependant chemical model under the physical condition of the dark cold cloud TMC1. No modification was found in the calculated abundances in the range of the 10 5 yr and more. On the contrary PDR calculations in the condition of the Horsehead Nebula for low Av extinction ( Av < 2) with the same new branching ratios exhibit notable differences. It concerns hydrocarbon synthesis but also species initiated by reactions with the H + ion such as oxygen based molecules. The new network will be available on the KIDA web site 5 .
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When this rule is not satisfied the reaction is spin-forbidden and preceded, in Tables 8 to 16 , by the sign †. The reaction may nevertheless occur through intersystem crossing.
ii) Angular momentum conservation (linear molecules)
For linear molecules, similar rules hold for the projection, along the internuclear axis, of the angular momentum. For the reaction to proceed there must exist one projection of the total angular momentum M l such as:
is taking values between −l X to +l X if X is an atom in a state of angular momentum l X and is equal to ±Λ if X is a molecule in a state characterized by the Λ quantum number (Λ = 0, 1, 2... for Σ, Π, ∆... states) When this rule is not satisfied the reaction is preceded, in Tables 8 to 16 , by the sign §.
iii) Symmetry considerations
Symmetry properties of atoms and molecules play an important role in the association or dissociation of molecular complexes. In the framework of the group theory it is possible to predict if the reaction is allowed or not. We did that, using the correlation Tables of Herzberg (1966) and Carter (1997) . When symmetry rules avoid the reaction, this one is preceded, in Tables 8 to 16 , by the sign ♦.
In Table 1 a Table 2 Table 8 : Branching ratios for the reactions beetween C + and C n . Same legend as Table 2 . Pathways indicated by †, §, or ♦ are forbidden in ground states (see appendix A). In column 6, the association energies E as (see text), are reported in bold, together with in front of each channel exothermicities. All energies are in eV.
Reaction Model KIDA OSU UDfA E ass / ∆E Channel
13.1 (0.4) 13.0 C + /3C 18.5 (0.8) 12.8 Table 24 : Measured branching ratios (BR,%) for de-excitation channels of C 3 H 2 following charge transfer in C 3 H + 2 -He collision (v = 2.6 au). Absolute 1 σ errors are given in parenthesis. The energies of dissociation are reported In columns 3 and 6 in eV from Mebel et al. (1998) .
Channel BR E diss Channel BR E diss C 3 H 2 18.8(6.5) C 3 H/H 19.3(5.4) 4.4 C 3 /H 2 9.9(3.9) 4.4 C 2 H 2 /C 9.8 (4.0) 5.9 C 2 H/CH 1.6(1.6) 6.7 C 2 /CH 2 1.4(1.4) 7.6 C 3 /2H
15.8(6.2) 7.8 C 2 H/C/H 8.2(4.3) 10.2 C 2 /CH/H 2.1(2.1) 11.9 C 2 /C/H 2 0.9(0.9) 10.1 2CH/C 0.1(0.2) 13.5 CH 2 /2C 0.1(0.2) 14.5 C 2 /C/2H 5.2(1.1) 14.9 2C/CH/H 2.8(0.7) 17.8 3C/2H 4.0(0.4) 21.4 Table 25 : Measured branching ratios (BR,%) for de-excitation channels of C 3 H + 2 following excitation in C 3 H + 2 -He collision (v = 2.6 au). Absolute 1 σ errors are given in parenthesis. In columns 3 and 6 are reported the energies of dissociation (eV) using neutral dissociation energies from Mebel et al. (1998) 
